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1 Introduction 

ICE Benchmark Administration Limited (IBA) is the Benchmark Administrator for LIBOR. 

This Benchmark Statement is published by IBA in compliance with Article 27 of the United Kingdom 

Benchmarks Regulation (BMR) and the associated Binding Technical Standards (BTS), being the on-

shored version of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/1643, as modified in accordance with 

the UK Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA) BMR Annex 4 modifications in relation to “synthetic” LIBOR. 

LIBOR is in the process of being wound down. Please see IBA’s LIBOR website for information and 

background regarding LIBOR cessation and the exercise by the FCA of its powers under the BMR to 

compel the publication of “synthetic” LIBOR. 

 

Please also read IBA's benchmark and other information notice and disclaimer. 

 

 

  

https://www.theice.com/iba
https://www.theice.com/iba/libor
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Benchmark_Other_Information_Notice_Disclaimer.pdf
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2 “Panel Bank” USD LIBOR: BMR/BTS Requirements and IBA 

Responses 

BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BMR Article 27 - Benchmark statement 

BMR 

Art 27(1)(a) 

The benchmark statement shall: 

(a) clearly and unambiguously 

define the market or economic 

reality measured by the 

benchmark and the circumstances 

in which such measurement may 

become unreliable; 

Economic reality: 

The “panel bank” USD LIBOR methodology is designed to produce 

an average rate that is representative of the rates at which large, 

leading internationally active banks with access to the wholesale, 

unsecured funding market could fund themselves in such market in 

US dollars for certain tenors. 

Circumstances in which such measurement may become 

unreliable: 

The potential limitations of the benchmark (and in particular, the 

circumstances in which the measurement of the relevant market or 

economic reality may become unreliable) are described below: 

If there is insufficient input data 

The methodology and procedures for USD LIBOR are designed to 

ensure that USD LIBOR can be published every applicable London 

business day. IBA expects to receive submissions every applicable 

London business day from each of the Contributor Banks. 

In the event that IBA receives fewer than the expected number of 

LIBOR submissions by the time that USD LIBOR is due to be 

published, the USD LIBOR Reduced Submissions Policy would 

apply. This states that, if 5 or more submissions were received, IBA 

will calculate USD LIBOR but with a difference in the number of 

submissions excluded, as shown in the following table: 

Number of 

Contributor Banks 

Number of Highest 

Rates Excluded 

Number of Lowest 

Rates Excluded 

15 or more 4 4 

14 -11 3 3 

10 - 8 2 2 

7 - 5 1 1 

If 4 or fewer submissions were received, IBA would be likely to re-

publish the previous day’s published rate for all continuing USD 

tenors.  

https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Methodology.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Reduced_Submissions_Policy.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

More details can be found in the USD LIBOR Reduced 

Submissions Policy. 

In certain extreme circumstances, IBA might lack sufficient input 

data to determine USD LIBOR according to the methodology. Such 

circumstances might arise if an incident in London caused 

Contributor Banks to invoke their business continuity management 

procedures such that an insufficient number were able to make 

timely USD LIBOR submissions. 

If there is insufficient underlying market liquidity 

USD LIBOR is a benchmark based on contributions of input data 

from Contributor Banks. 

Transaction data are used in USD LIBOR submissions where 

possible as stipulated in the USD LIBOR Code of Conduct. 

Depending on the availability of reference transactions, banks also 

use expert judgement in their submissions. The design of the 

benchmark therefore makes it unlikely that circumstances would 

arise in which the degree of liquidity of the underlying market 

becomes insufficient to ensure the integrity and reliability of the 

benchmark determination. 

It should be noted that liquidity in the interbank unsecured lending 

market reduced significantly during the global financial crisis of 

2007/2009 and the level of activity still remains too low in some 

tenors to support an entirely transaction-based rate. 

The stress on the unsecured interbank markets for term borrowing 

has been driven by several factors: 

• A significant increase in perceived risk of bank counterparty 

default (credit risk); 

• Regulatory capital charges; 

• The introduction of liquidity coverage ratios which have 

modified the demand and supply of wholesale funding, as 

banks transition to longer maturity funding and more diverse 

funding sources (such as capturing funding from corporates); 

and 

• A significant increase in liquidity available to banks through the 

exceptional measures taken by major central banks in response 

to the financial crisis, with some banks now having excess 

deposits. 

Other relevant information 

In a Roadmap published in 2016, IBA introduced the concept of an 

exceptional market event (EME) which would be a rare and 

https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Reduced_Submissions_Policy.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Reduced_Submissions_Policy.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Methodology.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Code_of_Conduct_Issue_9.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/ICE_LIBOR_Roadmap0316.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/EME_Report.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

unexpected occurrence that renders data collected during the 

transaction window unrepresentative, or results in insufficient 

market data to support a bank’s USD LIBOR submission at 

publication time. An EME would have both material and widespread 

impact supported by market evidence. An event impacting a single 

bank would not constitute an EME, provided there were no 

identifiable spill-over effects to the broader market. 

If IBA declares an EME, IBA will advise Contributor Banks as to 

what action they may or must take, for example that only 

transactions entered into after the event that caused the EME may 

be included in their calculations on that day. 

BMR 

Art 27(1)(b) 

The benchmark statement shall: 

(b) lay down technical 

specifications that clearly and 

unambiguously identify the 

elements of the calculation of the 

benchmark in relation to which 

discretion may be exercised, the 

criteria applicable to the exercise 

of such discretion and the position 

of the persons that can exercise 

discretion, and how such 

discretion may be subsequently 

evaluated; 

No expert judgement is exercised by IBA in the calculation of USD 

LIBOR. 

Contributor Banks use transaction data in their USD LIBOR 

submissions where possible as stipulated in the USD LIBOR Output 

Statement. Depending on the availability of reference transactions, 

banks also use expert judgement to a greater or lesser extent in 

their USD LIBOR submissions. 

Each Contributor Bank agrees its defined Level 3 submission 

methodology with IBA, basing its rate on transactions, related 

market instruments, broker quotes and other market observations. 

The USD LIBOR Code of Conduct requires a Contributor Bank to 

ensure that any exercise of discretion or expert judgement is: 

• Appropriately framed to ensure that it is based as far as 

possible on data that is capable of verification; 

• Applied consistently in accordance with the associated 

methodology; and 

• Suitably recorded in a manner that can be made available on 

request by IBA or a relevant regulator or auditor. 

A Contributor Bank must have internal controls that govern the 

exercise of the submitters’ discretion in accordance with its policies, 

including procedures for the review of any use of judgement or 

exercise of discretion. 

Each Contributor Bank is required to agree its defined Level 3 

submission methodology with IBA, basing its rate on transactions, 

related market instruments, broker quotes and other market 

observations (see response to BMR Art 27(2)(b) for the Waterfall 

hierarchy details). 

A Contributor Bank must undertake a due diligence process to 

determine that it is satisfied that a person has the necessary skills, 

https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Output_Statement.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Output_Statement.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Code_of_Conduct_Issue_9.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

knowledge, training and experience to submit input data on its 

behalf. 

This process must include undertaking checks to verify: 

• The identity of the potential Submitter; 

• The qualifications of the potential Submitter; and 

• The reputation of the potential Submitter, including whether the 

potential Submitter has previously been excluded by any party 

from submitting input data to a benchmark for reasons of 

misconduct. 

A Contributor Bank must inform IBA by email to IBA@ice.com of the 

appointment of the Submitter on behalf of the bank. 

A Contributor Bank must provide to IBA all information used by the 

bank to enable it to make a USD LIBOR submission, comprising the 

type of submission for each applicable tenor and an explanation of 

the rationale and methodology used to establish each submission. 

A Contributor Bank should be able to provide other information 

used in the USD LIBOR submission process, on request, to IBA 

and/or the FCA. 

BMR 

Art 27(1)(c) 

The benchmark statement shall: 

(c) provide notice of the possibility 

that factors, including external 

factors beyond the control of the 

administrator, may necessitate 

changes to, or the cessation of, 

the benchmark; and 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(d) 

BMR 

Art 27(1)(d) 

The benchmark statement shall:  

(d) advise users that changes to, 

or the cessation of, the 

benchmark may have an impact 

upon the financial contracts and 

financial instruments that 

reference the benchmark or the 

measurement of the performance 

of investment funds. 

Changes to USD LIBOR, or the cessation of the benchmark, may 

have an impact on the financial contracts, or on financial 

instruments that reference the benchmark or on the measurement 

of the performance of investment funds.  

Article 28 of the BMR requires an administrator to publish a 

procedure concerning the actions to be taken by the administrator 

in the event of changes to or the cessation of a benchmark: 

The BMR also requires an administrator to include in the 

Benchmark Statement, to the extent known, how changes to (or the 

cessation of) the benchmark may have an impact on the financial 

contracts, or on financial instruments that reference the benchmark 

or on the measurement of the performance of investment funds. 

The steps in the Consultation Policy would be followed if IBA 

proposed to make a material change to USD LIBOR or to cease 

mailto:IBA@ice.com
https://theice.com/publicdocs/BMR_LIBOR_Change_Cessation_Procedure.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_consultation_process.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

producing the benchmark (Note that in respect of the cessation of 

all LIBOR settings, IBA has complied with the requirements of its 

Changes and Cessation Procedure and its Consultation Policy - see 

further information below). 

A cessation of the benchmark might occur because IBA was not 

able to continue to produce the benchmark on a representative 

basis or there was a fundamental change in the underlying interest 

that the benchmark seeks to represent. 

The factors that would be considered in the context of the cessation 

of a benchmark are as follows: 

• The timing of cessation; 

• How much notice should be given; 

• Whether any transitional measures should or could be 

implemented; 

• Stakeholder engagement; and 

• Identification of possible alternative benchmarks and migration 

thereto. 

The responsibilities of the LIBOR Oversight Committee include 

reviewing and approving procedures for cessation of the 

benchmark, including any consultation about a cessation. 

Note, in respect of the cessation of all LIBOR settings, IBA has 

complied with the requirements of its Changes and Cessation 

Procedure and its Consultation Policy.  

• LIBOR is in the process of being wound down. Please see IBA’s 

LIBOR website for information and background regarding 

LIBOR cessation and the exercise by the FCA of its powers 

under the BMR to compel the publication “synthetic” LIBOR. 

Currently, only the Overnight, 1 Month, 3 Months, 6 Months 

and 12 Months USD LIBOR settings are calculated and 

published based on the “panel bank” LIBOR methodology. The 

FCA has confirmed that it expects these settings will continue 

to be published on a representative basis, using panel bank 

contributions under the “panel bank” LIBOR methodology, 

until end-June 2023. 

The FCA has announced that the Overnight and 12 

Months USD LIBOR settings will cease immediately after 

June 30, 2023. The FCA is proposing to require IBA to 

continue the publication of the 1 Month, 3 Months and 6 

Months USD LIBOR settings under an unrepresentative 

“synthetic” methodology for a temporary period after 

https://www.theice.com/iba/libor
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Methodology.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/further-arrangements-orderly-wind-down-libor-end-2021
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

the end of June 2023 until the end of September 2024, 

after which publication would cease permanently.  

Please also read IBA's benchmark and other information notice 

and disclaimer. 

 

Please ensure you take legal and financial advice in all 

relevant jurisdictions to ensure you understand and are 

prepared for the impact of the cessation or 

unrepresentativeness of any LIBOR settings on you and 

your counterparties and to ensure you understand the 

implications of the FCA’s new powers and their exercise 

of those powers under the BMR. 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(a) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(a) the definitions for all key terms 

relating to the benchmark 

See Appendix for definitions of key terms. 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(b) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(b) the rationale for adopting the 

benchmark methodology and 

procedures for the review and 

approval of the methodology; 

Rationale: 

The BMR states that the data must be accurate and sufficient and 

must be used in the following order of priority: 

• The contributor's transactions in the underlying market that a 

benchmark intends to measure or, if not sufficient, its 

transactions in related markets; 

• The contributor's observations of third party transactions in 

those markets; 

• Committed quotes; 

• Indicative quotes or expert judgements. 

USD LIBOR is based on Contributor Bank USD LIBOR 

submissions, determined pursuant to the USD LIBOR Output 

Statement through the use of a standardised, transaction data-

driven Waterfall Methodology, as summarised below: 

Level 1 (Transaction-Based) 

Where a Contributor Bank has sufficient eligible transactions, a 

volume weighted average price (VWAP) of eligible transactions in 

unsecured deposits, primary issuances of commercial paper and 

certificates of deposit, with a higher weighting for transactions 

booked closer to 11:00 London time. Eligibility criteria for 

transactions are specified by IBA. 

Level 2 (Transaction-Derived) 

https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Benchmark_Other_Information_Notice_Disclaimer.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Benchmark_Other_Information_Notice_Disclaimer.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Output_Statement.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Output_Statement.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

Where a Contributor Bank has insufficient eligible transactions to 

make a Level 1 submission, it will seek to make a submission 

based on transaction-derived data, including time-weighted 

historical eligible transactions adjusted for market movements and 

linear interpolation. Eligibility criteria for transaction-derived data are 

specified by IBA. 

Level 3 (Expert Judgement) 

Where a Contributor Bank has insufficient eligible transactions or 

transaction-derived data to make a Level 1 or a Level 2 submission, 

it will submit the rate at which it could fund itself at 11:00 London 

time with reference to the unsecured, wholesale funding market. 

Each Contributor Bank agrees its defined Level 3 submission 

methodology with IBA, basing its rate on transactional data, related 

market instruments, broker quotes and market observations. 

The waterfall allows for appropriately framed Expert Judgement at 

Level 3 to ensure that Contributor Banks can always make a 

submission, even if liquidity and transaction data are very sparse on 

a particular day or in particular tenors. 

Review and approval: 

The administrator must have an independent oversight committee, 

the details of which must be made public, along with any 

declarations of any conflict of interest and the processes for election 

or nomination of its members. The oversight committee must hold 

no less than one meeting every four months and must keep minutes 

of meetings. The oversight committee must have responsibilities as 

provided for in the BMR. 

IBA has an independent LIBOR Oversight Committee, chaired by a 

non-executive director, with publicly available minutes, membership 

and terms of reference. The LIBOR Oversight Committee has 

central banks as Observers – the Bank of England and the Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve System. The LIBOR Oversight 

Committee also has broad representation from users, through 

industry associations such as the Loan Market Association, the 

Investment Association and the European Venues & Intermediaries 

Association. The composition of the LIBOR Oversight Committee 

includes infrastructure providers and Contributor Banks. 

The LIBOR Oversight Committee composition and disclosures of 

interest can be found on the IBA website along with IBA's 

processes for the selection, renewal and replacement of LIBOR 

Oversight Committee members. 

https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Oversight_Committee_Disclosures_of_Conflicts_of_Interest.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Oversight_Committee_Disclosures_of_Conflicts_of_Interest.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Selection_of_Committee_Members.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

The LIBOR Oversight Committee generally meets every two 

months. Minutes of the Committee’s meetings are published on 

IBA’s website. 

The terms of reference of the Oversight Committee, which include 

the responsibilities required by the BMR in respect of “panel bank” 

USD LIBOR, include: 

• Reviewing the definition and methodology of USD LIBOR at 

least annually; 

• Overseeing any changes to the benchmark methodology and 

requesting IBA to consult on proposed changes; 

• Overseeing IBA’s control framework insofar as it affects USD 

LIBOR and the management and operation of USD LIBOR; 

• Overseeing IBA’s adherence to its published methodologies, 

including calculation, refix and business continuity policies 

insofar as they affect USD LIBOR; 

• Assessing internal and external audits or reviews insofar as 

they affect USD LIBOR and monitoring the implementation of 

identified remedial actions; 

• Reviewing and approving procedures for cessation of the 

benchmark, including any consultation about a cessation; 

• Overseeing the USD LIBOR Code of Conduct and reviewing it 

regularly; 

• Monitoring the input data and contributors and the actions of 

IBA in challenging or validating contributions of input data; 

• Taking effective measures in respect of any breaches of the 

USD LIBOR Code of Conduct and reporting to the FCA any 

misconduct of which the oversight function becomes aware, 

including any anomalous or suspicious input data; 

• Overseeing any third party involved in the provision of the 

benchmark, including calculation or dissemination agents; 

• Considering existing or potential conflicts of interest and 

establishing whether they are material; and 

• Keeping the terms of reference under regular review. 

The USD LIBOR benchmark methodology is approved by the Board 

of IBA. 

https://www.theice.com/iba/libor
https://theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Oversight_Committee_Terms_of_Reference.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Code_of_Conduct_Issue_9.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Oversight_Committee_Terms_of_Reference.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(c) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least: 

(c) the criteria and procedures 

used to determine the benchmark, 

including a description of the input 

data, the priority given to different 

types of input data, the minimum 

data needed to determine a 

benchmark, the use of any 

models or methods of 

extrapolation and any procedure 

for rebalancing the constituents of 

a benchmark's index; 

USD LIBOR is currently calculated for five tenors (Overnight, 1 

Month, 3 Months, 6 Months and 12 Months). This results in the 

publication of five individual rates (one USD rate for each tenor) 

every applicable London business day.  

For information on “synthetic” GBP and JPY LIBOR settings, 

see section 4 (“Synthetic” LIBOR: BMR/BTS Requirements and 

IBA Responses) below.  

Each calculation is currently based on input data contributed by a 

panel of 15 Contributor Banks for USD. Each Contributor Bank 

contributes input data for all five USD LIBOR tenors . 

The USD LIBOR panel is composed with reference to the USD 

LIBOR Contributor Bank Criteria, which are designed so that the 

contributed input data is able to produce a rate that is 

representative of the economic reality. 

Each Contributor Bank determines its input data contributions 

pursuant to the USD LIBOR Output Statement in order to produce a 

rate that is anchored in Contributor Banks’ wholesale, unsecured 

funding transactions to the greatest extent possible, with a waterfall 

to enable a rate to be published in all market circumstances. 

USD LIBOR is calculated in accordance with the USD LIBOR 

Calculation Methodology using panel bank contributions made in 

accordance with the USD LIBOR Code of Conduct. The published 

rate in respect of each tenor is the arithmetic mean of each 

Contributor Bank’s contributions in respect of that tenor (after 

trimming values from upper and lower quartiles), rounded to five 

decimal places. Each Contributor Bank's contribution carries an 

equal weight in the calculation, subject to the trimming. 

See also response to BMR Art 27(1)(a) 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(d) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(d) the controls and rules that 

govern any exercise of judgement 

or discretion by the administrator 

or any contributors, to ensure 

consistency in the use of such 

judgement or discretion; 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(b) 

https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Panel_Bank_Criteria.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Panel_Bank_Criteria.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Output_Statement.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Methodology.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Methodology.pdf
https://theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Code_of_Conduct_Issue_9.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(e) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(e) the procedures which govern 

the determination of the 

benchmark in periods of stress or 

periods where transaction data 

sources may be insufficient, 

inaccurate or unreliable and the 

potential limitations of the 

benchmark in such periods; 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(a) 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(f) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(f) the procedures for dealing with 

errors in input data or in the 

determination of the benchmark, 

including when a redetermination 

of the benchmark is required; and 

IBA has a USD LIBOR Error Policy which sets out the 

circumstances under which IBA would restate one or more USD 

LIBOR tenors: 

• An error is reported to IBA by 15.00 London time on the day of 

the error; and 

• The error had an impact on the published USD LIBOR value of 

at least 3 bps. 

Any refixed rates would be published by IBA by no later than 16.00 

on that day. 

IBA would make an announcement by shortly after 15.00 London 

time on the day of the error if a refix were under consideration, 

stating the affected currency (USD) and tenor on IBA’s website. 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(g) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(g) the identification of potential 

limitations of the benchmark, 

including its operation in illiquid or 

fragmented markets and the 

possible concentration of inputs. 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(a) 

BTS Article 1 - General disclosure requirements 

BTS 

Art (1)(1)(a) 

The benchmark statement shall 

state: 

(a) the date of publication of the 

statement and, where applicable, 

the date of its last update; 

This can be found on the title page of this document 

BTS 

Art (1)(1)(b) 

The benchmark statement shall 

state:  

A list of the benchmark ISINs is attached 

https://theice.com/publicdocs/USD_LIBOR_Error_Policy.pdf
https://www.theice.com/alerts/iba-services
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

(b) where available, the 

international securities 

identification number (ISIN) of the 

benchmark or benchmarks; 

alternatively, for a family of 

benchmarks, the statement may 

provide details of where the ISINs 

are publicly accessible free of 

charge; 

BTS 

Art (1)(1)(c) 

The benchmark statement shall 

state:  

(c) whether the benchmark, or any 

benchmark in the family of 

benchmarks, is determined using 

contributions of input data; 

See response to BMR Art 27(2)(c) 

BTS 

Art (1)(1)(d) 

The benchmark statement shall 

state:  

(d) whether the benchmark or any 

benchmark in the family of 

benchmarks qualifies as one of 

the types of benchmarks listed 

under Title III of Regulation (EU) 

2016/1011, including the specific 

provision by virtue of which the 

benchmark qualifies as that type. 

LIBOR has been designated as a Critical benchmark for the 

purposes of the BMR by virtue of being listed as such in 

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2016/1368 of 11 August 

2016 establishing a list of critical benchmarks used in financial 

markets, as onshored into the UK.  Each tenor of USD LIBOR is to 

be treated as a separate Critical benchmark for certain purposes of 

the BMR, as set out in Article 23G of the BMR. 

USD LIBOR is an interest rate benchmark for the purposes of 

Article 18 and Annex I of the BMR as it is a benchmark determined 

on the basis of the rate at which banks may lend to, or borrow from, 

other banks, or agents other than banks, in the money market. 

BTS 

Art (1)(2)(a) 

In defining the market or 

economic reality, the benchmark 

statement shall include at least 

the following information:  

(a) a general description of the 

market or economic reality; 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(a) 

BTS 

Art (1)(2)(b) 

In defining the market or 

economic reality, the benchmark 

statement shall include at least 

the following information:  

(b) the geographical boundaries, if 

any, of the market or economic 

reality; 

USD LIBOR is written into standard derivative and loan 

documentation, and is used for a range of retail products such as 

mortgages and student loans and for other commercial purposes 

globally. It is the basis for settlement of interest rate contracts on 

many of the world's major futures and options exchanges. 

From January 1, 2022, the FCA has prohibited the new 

use by UK-supervised entities in regulated financial 

contracts, instruments and/or investment fund 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-21a-benchmarks-regulation-prohibition-notice.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

performance measurement, of the continuing Overnight 

and 1 Month, 3 Months, 6 Months and 12 Months USD 

LIBOR settings, subject to certain exceptions.  

The use of USD LIBOR in jurisdictions outside the 

United Kingdom and by entities subject to the oversight 

of other regulatory authorities may be restricted or 

prohibited by law in those jurisdictions and by the 

requirements of such regulatory authorities. 

BTS 

Art (1)(2)(c) 

In defining the market or 

economic reality, the benchmark 

statement shall include at least 

the following information:  

(c) any other information that the 

administrator reasonably 

considers to be relevant or useful 

to help users or potential users of 

the benchmark to understand the 

relevant features of the market or 

economic reality, including at least 

the following elements insofar as 

reliable data on these elements is 

available:  

(i) information on actual or 

potential participants in the 

market;  

(ii) an indication of the size of the 

market or economic reality. 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(a) and BTS Art (1)(2)(b) 

BTS 

Art (1)(3)(a) 

Art (1)(3)(b) 

Art (1)(3)(c) 

In defining the potential limitations 

of the benchmark and the 

circumstances in which the 

measurement of the market or 

economic reality may become 

unreliable, the benchmark 

statement shall include at least:  

(a) a description of the 

circumstances in which the 

administrator would lack sufficient 

input data to determine the 

benchmark in accordance with the 

methodology; 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(a) 
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

(b) where relevant, a description 

of instances when the accuracy 

and reliability of the methodology 

used for determining the 

benchmark can no longer be 

ensured, such as when the 

administrator deems the liquidity 

in the underlying market as 

insufficient; 

(c) any other information that the 

administrator reasonably 

considers to be relevant or useful 

to help users and potential users 

to understand the circumstances 

in which the measurement of the 

market or economic reality may 

become unreliable, including a 

description of what might 

constitute an exceptional market 

event. 

BTS 

Art (1)(4) 

In specifying the controls and 

rules that govern any exercise of 

judgement or discretion by the 

administrator or any contributors 

in calculating the benchmark or 

benchmarks, the benchmark 

statement shall include an outline 

of each step of the process for 

any ex post evaluation of the use 

of discretion, together with a clear 

indication of the position of any 

person(s) responsible for carrying 

out the evaluations. 

See response to BMR Art 27(1)(b) 

BTS 

Art (1)(5) 

In specifying the procedures for 

review of the methodology, the 

benchmark statement shall at 

least outline the procedures for 

public consultation on any 

material changes to the 

methodology. 

IBA typically designs evolutionary enhancements to benchmarks, 

and it is important for IBA to gain feedback on proposed changes 

where they are material to the benchmark. 

IBA therefore consults publicly from time to time on material 

changes that IBA proposes to make in relation to IBA benchmarks. 

IBA’s Consultation Policy outlines the considerations that inform 

public consultations and the steps that IBA takes when seeking 

feedback on material proposals. 

https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_consultation_process.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BTS Article 2 - Specific disclosure requirements for regulated-data benchmarks 

BTS 

Art (2)(a) 

Art (2)(b) 

In addition to the information to be 

included pursuant to Article 1, for 

a regulated-data benchmark or, 

where applicable, family of 

regulated-data benchmarks, the 

benchmark statement shall state 

at least the following in its 

description of the input data:  

(a) the sources of the input data 

used; 

(b) for each source, the relevant 

type, as listed in Article 3(1)(24) of 

Regulation (EU) 2016/1011. 

Not applicable 

BTS Article 3 - Specific disclosure requirements for interest rate benchmarks 

BTS 

Art (3) 

In addition to the information to be 

included pursuant to Article 1, for 

an interest rate benchmark or, 

where applicable, family of 

interest rate benchmarks, the 

benchmark statement shall 

include at least the following 

information: 

(a) a reference alerting users to 

the additional regulatory regime 

applicable to interest rate 

benchmarks under Annex I to 

Regulation (EU) 2016/1011; 

(b) a description of the 

arrangements that have been put 

in place to comply with that 

Annex. 

See response to BTS Art (1)(1)(d) 

BTS Article 4 - Specific disclosure requirements for commodity benchmarks 

BTS 

Art (4)(a)  

Art (4)(b) 

Art (4)(c) 

In addition to the information to be 

included pursuant to Article 1, for 

a commodity benchmark or, 

where applicable, family of 

commodity benchmarks, the 

Not applicable 
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

Art (4)(d) benchmark statement shall at 

least: 

(a) indicate whether the 

requirements of Title II of, or 

Annex II to, Regulation (EU) 

2016/1011 apply to the 

benchmark, or family of 

benchmarks as prescribed by 

Article 19 of that Regulation; 

(b) include an explanation as to 

why Title II of or, as the case may 

be, Annex II to that Regulation 

applies;  

(c) include in the definitions of key 

terms a concise description of the 

criteria that define the relevant 

underlying physical commodity;  

(d) where applicable, indicate 

where the explanations are 

published that the administrator is 

required to publish under 

paragraph 7 of Annex II to that 

Regulation. 
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BTS Article 5 - Specific disclosure requirements for critical benchmarks 

BTS 

Art (5)(a) 

Art (5)(b) 

In addition to the information to be 

included pursuant to Article 1, for 

a critical benchmark, or, where 

applicable, a family of 

benchmarks that contains at least 

one critical benchmark, the 

benchmark statement shall 

include at least the following 

information: 

(a) a reference alerting users to 

the enhanced regulatory regime 

applicable to critical benchmarks 

under Regulation (EU) 2016/1011; 

(b) a statement indicating how 

users will be informed of any 

delay in the publication of the 

benchmark or of any re-de-

termination of the benchmark, and 

indicating the (expected) duration 

of measures. 

USD LIBOR is a Critical benchmark pursuant to BMR Article 3 (1) 

(25) and, as such, an enhanced regulatory regime is applicable. 

The requirements in both Title II and Annex I apply in respect of 

USD LIBOR. 

The following is a summary of the applicable BMR requirements for 

Critical benchmarks: 

• Article 7 (Accountability framework requirements): 

The BMR requires an independent external audit of the 

administrator's compliance with the benchmark methodology and 

the BMR. The first external audit must be carried out six months 

after the introduction of the USD LIBOR Code of Conduct and 

subsequently every two years. The LIBOR Oversight Committee 

may require an external audit of a contributor to an interest rate 

benchmark if dissatisfied with any aspects of its conduct. 

Independent external audits of IBA’s compliance with the 

benchmark methodology for USD LIBOR and with the BMR will be 

carried out annually. The first external audit in the context of the 

BMR was carried out six months after the introduction of the LIBOR 

Code of Conduct for the BMR. 

The administrator of a Critical benchmark must appoint an 

independent external auditor to review and report at least annually 

on the administrator's compliance with the benchmark methodology 

and the BMR. 

• Article 15 (Code of Conduct): 

The administrator of a Critical benchmark based on input data from 

contributors must notify the code of conduct to the FCA in London. 

In accordance with the BMR, the FCA verified the compliance with 

the BMR of the content of the first version of the code of conduct 

that was required by the BMR. 

• Article A20 (Critical benchmarks: review of Critical 

benchmarks): 

Article A20 states that the FCA will conduct a proportionate review 

at least every two years of Critical benchmarks. 

• Article 21 (Mandatory administration of a critical benchmark): 

Under the BMR, the FCA could compel IBA to continue to publish 

the benchmark for a period not exceeding 10 years, including where 

https://theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Code_of_Conduct_Issue_9.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

such benchmark is subject to imposed changes under Article 23D 

which mean the benchmark is no longer representative. 

• Article 21A (Prohibition on new use where administrator to 

cease providing critical benchmark) 

The FCA may, via notice, prohibit some or all “new use of a 

benchmark” by supervised entities where such benchmark is a 

Critical benchmark and the administrator intends to cease providing 

it (as is the case for USD LIBOR). 

• Article 22 (Mitigation of market power of critical benchmark 

administrators): 

Administrators of Critical benchmarks must ensure that licences of, 

and information relating to, such benchmarks are provided to all 

users on a fair, reasonable, transparent and non-discriminatory 

basis. 

• Articles 22A (Assessment of representativeness of critical 

benchmarks: administrator) and 22B (Assessment of 

representativeness of critical benchmarks: FCA) 

Administrators of Critical benchmarks must submit assessments of 

the ability of the benchmark to measure the underlying market or 

economic reality at regular intervals, upon request from the FCA in 

certain circumstances, and if a supervised contributor notifies the 

administrator that they intend to cease contributing input data to a 

critical benchmark. Upon receipt of an assessment from the 

administrator, the FCA must make its own assessment and advise 

whether it considers that the benchmark is not representative or 

that its representativeness is at risk, or that the representativeness 

of the benchmark is not at risk.  

• Article 23 (Mandatory contribution to a critical benchmark): 

Under the BMR, the FCA has the power to compel Contributor 

Banks to continue to provide USD LIBOR submissions to IBA for a 

period not exceeding 5 years. 

• Articles 23A (Designation of certain critical benchmarks), 23B 

(Prohibition on use of an Article 23A benchmark), 23C 

(Exception from the prohibition for legacy use of Article 23A 

benchmark), 23D (Orderly cessation of Article 23A 

benchmarks), 23E (Review of powers under Article 23D), 23F 

(Policy statements) and 23G (Critical Benchmarks provided for 

different currencies etc.) 

The FCA may by notice designate a Critical benchmark as an 

Article 23A benchmark where it has notified the administrator that it 

considers the benchmark is not representative or that its 
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

representativeness is at risk. Once such a designation is effective, 

UK-supervised entities are prohibited from using an Article 23A 

benchmark in regulated financial instruments, financial contracts 

and for investment fund performance measurement except where 

permitted by notice under Article 23C or if the FCA delays the 

prohibition. The FCA may by notice impose requirements on the 

way an Article 23A benchmark is determined, including to the input 

data, and the benchmark may no longer be representative. The 

FCA may also compel the administrator to publish the benchmark 

subject to such requirements under Article 21(3). The FCA must 

review its exercise of any powers under Article 23D(2). The FCA 

must also publish policy statements with respect to the exercise of 

its powers under Articles 21A, 23A, 23C and 23D. ‘Versions’ of a 

critical benchmark (i.e. where the benchmark is provided for 

different currencies, maturities and tenors) are, in certain places in 

the BMR, considered to be a separate critical benchmark in their 

own right. 

• Annex 4 (Article 23A benchmarks) 

The BMR applies in relation to Article 23A benchmarks with the 

modifications set out in Annex 4 paragraph 2, and any further 

modifications the FCA specifies by notice. 

Users will be informed of delays in the publication of the benchmark 

via the market status page. 

 

LIBOR is in the process of being wound down. Please see 

IBA’s LIBOR website for information and background 

regarding LIBOR cessation and the exercise by the FCA of its 

powers under the BMR to compel the publication “synthetic” 

LIBOR. 

 

Please also read IBA's benchmark and other information notice 

and disclaimer. 

 

Please ensure you take legal and financial advice in all relevant 

jurisdictions to ensure you understand and are prepared for 

the impact of the cessation or unrepresentativeness of any 

LIBOR settings on you and your counterparties and to ensure 

you understand the implications of the FCA’s new powers and 

their exercise of those powers under the BMR. 

BTS Article 6 - Updates 

BTS 

Art (6)(a) 

In addition to the cases referred to 

in the third subparagraph of 

Article 27(1) of Regulation (EU) 

2016/1011, an update of the 

This Benchmark Statement is subject to review by the LIBOR 

Oversight Committee at least annually. 

https://www.theice.com/iba/market-status
https://www.theice.com/iba/libor
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Benchmark_Other_Information_Notice_Disclaimer.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Benchmark_Other_Information_Notice_Disclaimer.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

Art (6)(b) benchmark statement shall be 

required whenever the information 

contained in the statement ceases 

to be correct or sufficiently 

precise, and including in any 

event in the following cases: 

(a) whenever there is a change in 

the type of the benchmark; 

(b) whenever there is a material 

change in the methodology used 

for determining the benchmark or, 

if the benchmark statement is for 

a family of benchmarks, in the 

methodology used for determining 

any benchmark within the family 

of benchmarks. 

It will additionally be reviewed and updated if the information it 

provides is no longer correct or sufficiently precise, including if there 

is a material change in the methodology for determining the 

benchmark. 

See response to BMR Art 27(1) (d). 
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4 GBP and JPY SYNTHETIC LIBOR: BMR/BTS Requirements and 

IBA Responses* 

*The FCA has published the modifications it has made to the BMR from January 1, 2022, as it applies 

to the “synthetic” 1-, 3- and 6-Months GBP and JPY LIBOR settings, having regard to the effects of its 

designations of these six settings as “Article 23A benchmarks” and the imposition of its changes to 

the methodology for these settings.  

BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BMR Article 27 - Benchmark statement 

BMR 

Art 27(1)(a) 

The benchmark statement shall: 

(a) clearly and unambiguously 

define the market or economic 

reality measured by the 

benchmark immediately before it 

became an Article 23A 

benchmark; 

Economic reality: 

The LIBOR methodology applicable to GBP and JPY LIBOR 

immediately before the designation of 1-, 3- and 6-Month GBP and 

JPY LIBOR as Article 23A benchmarks became effective on 

January 1, 2022, was designed to produce an average rate for 

these LIBOR settings that was representative of the rates at which 

large, leading internationally active banks with access to the 

wholesale, unsecured funding market could fund themselves in 

such market in those currencies for those tenors. 

Note GBP and JPY “synthetic” LIBOR settings are no longer 

representative of the market or economic reality measured by GBP 

and JPY LIBOR, respectively, immediately before they became 

Article 23A benchmarks. 

BMR 

Art 27(1)(c) 

The benchmark statement shall: 

(c) provide notice of the possibility 

that factors, including external 

factors beyond the control of the 

administrator, may necessitate 

changes to, or the cessation of, 

the benchmark; and 

1-, 3- and 6-Month GBP and JPY LIBOR have been designated as 

Article 23A benchmarks by the FCA pursuant to its powers under 

the BMR.   

The FCA has required IBA to change the methodology for the 

determination of these settings, pursuant to Article 23D of the 

BMR, so that these settings are no longer representative of the 

underlying market the settings were intended to measure and 

represent.  The FCA has power to make further changes to the 

methodology for these settings.  

The FCA initially gave notice under Article 21(3) of the BMR 

compelling IBA to continue to publish these settings for the 

duration of 2022.  

The FCA has decided to require IBA to continue to publish 1 

Month and 6 Months “synthetic” GBP LIBOR settings until 

March 31, 2023. The FCA has announced that it has no 

intention to use its powers to compel IBA to continue to 

publish these settings beyond this date, and therefore the 1 

Month and 6 Months “synthetic” GBP LIBOR settings will 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/annex-4-benchmarks-regulation-paragraph-6.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-23a-benchmarks-regulation-designation-notice.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-23d-benchmarks-regulation.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-21-3-benchmarks-regulation-first-decision-notice.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-21-3-benchmarks-regulation-review-sterling-1-6-decision-notice.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

permanently cease immediately after final publication on 

March 31, 2023.  

The FCA has stated that it intends to require IBA to continue to 

publish the 3 Months “synthetic” GBP LIBOR setting until the 

end of March 2024, after which this setting will permanently 

cease.  

The FCA has stated that the “synthetic” JPY LIBOR settings 

will cease at end-2022.   

Under the BMR, new use of “Article 23A benchmarks” by UK-

supervised entities in regulated financial contracts, 

instruments and investment fund performance measurement is 

prohibited. This includes the “synthetic” 1 Month, 3 Month and 

6 Months GBP and JPY LIBOR settings. Legacy use of these 

settings in equivalent circumstances is also prohibited, unless 

permitted by the FCA. The FCA currently permits all legacy use 

of “synthetic” 1-, 3- and 6-Months GBP and JPY LIBOR by UK-

supervised entities other than in “Cleared Derivatives” 

(whether directly or indirectly cleared) (as defined in the FCA’s 

BMR Article 23C notice) 

BMR 

Art 27(1)(d) 

The benchmark statement shall:  

(d) advise users that changes to, 

or the cessation of, the 

benchmark may have an impact 

upon the financial contracts and 

financial instruments that 

reference the benchmark or the 

measurement of the performance 

of investment funds. 

Changes to 1-, 3- and 6-Month GBP and JPY LIBOR, or their 

cessation, may have an impact on the financial contracts, or on 

financial instruments that reference the benchmark or on the 

measurement of the performance of investment funds.  

Note, in respect of the cessation of all LIBOR settings, IBA has 

complied with the requirements of its Changes and Cessation 

Procedure and its Consultation Policy.  

• LIBOR is in the process of being wound down. Please see IBA’s 

LIBOR website for information and background regarding 

LIBOR cessation and the exercise by the FCA of its powers 

under the BMR to compel the publication “synthetic” LIBOR. 

 

Please also read IBA's benchmark and other information notice 

and disclaimer. 

Please ensure you take legal and financial advice in all relevant 

jurisdictions to ensure you understand and are prepared for 

the impact of the cessation or unrepresentativeness of any 

LIBOR settings on you and your counterparties and to ensure 

you understand the implications of the FCA’s new powers and 

their exercise of those powers under the BMR. 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-23c-benchmarks-regulation.pdf
https://www.theice.com/iba/libor
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Benchmark_Other_Information_Notice_Disclaimer.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/IBA_Benchmark_Other_Information_Notice_Disclaimer.pdf
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(a) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(a) the definitions for all key terms 

relating to the benchmark 

See Appendix for definitions of key terms. 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(c) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least: 

(c) the criteria and procedures 

used to determine the benchmark, 

including a description of the input 

data and the minimum data 

needed to determine a 

benchmark; 

The FCA requires IBA to determine 1-, 3- and 6-Month GBP and 

JPY LIBOR in accordance with its Article 23D notice using these 

inputs: 

• for 1-, 3- and 6-Months GBP LIBOR, the relevant ICE Term 

SONIA Reference Rate provided by IBA, and for 1-, 3- and 

6-Months JPY LIBOR, the Tokyo Term Risk Free Rates 

(TORF) provided by QUICK Benchmarks Inc. (adjusted to 

be on a 360 day count basis); plus 

• the respective ISDA fixed spread adjustment (that is 

published for the purpose of ISDA’s IBOR Fallbacks 

Supplement and Protocol) for each of these six LIBOR 

settings. 

BMR 

Art 27(2)(f) 

A benchmark statement shall 

contain at least:  

(f) the procedures for dealing with 

errors in input data or in the 

determination of the benchmark, 

including when a redetermination 

of the benchmark is required; and 

IBA has a "Synthetic LIBOR Error Policy" which sets out the 

circumstances under which IBA would restate one or more tenors: 

• If IBA is notified on the day of publication of a republication of 

the relevant term rate which is an input into a "synthetic" LIBOR 

setting, then IBA will recalculate and republish the "synthetic" 

LIBOR setting; and 

• If IBA identifies an error in its determination of "synthetic" 

LIBOR by 15.00 London time on the day of the error, then IBA 

will consider recalculation and republication, but will not 

recalculate or republish if the correction would not result in a 

change to the published setting.  Any republication under this 

paragraph will be no later than 16:00 London time on the same 

day. 

IBA would make an announcement on the day of the error if a 

recalculation or republication were under consideration, stating 

the affected currency and tenor on IBA’s website 

BTS Article 1 - General disclosure requirements 

BTS 

Art (1)(1)(a) 

The benchmark statement shall 

state: 

(a) the date of publication of the 

statement and, where applicable, 

the date of its last update; 

This can be found on the title page of this document 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-23d-benchmarks-regulation.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/synthetic_LIBOR_error_policy.pdf
https://www.theice.com/alerts/iba-services
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BMR / BTS 

# 

BMR / BTS requirement IBA’s Response 

BTS 

Art (1)(1)(b) 

The benchmark statement shall 

state:  

(b) where available, the 

international securities 

identification number (ISIN) of the 

benchmark or benchmarks; 

alternatively, for a family of 

benchmarks, the statement may 

provide details of where the ISINs 

are publicly accessible free of 

charge; 

A list of the benchmark ISINs is attached 

BTS 

Art (1)(1)(d) 

The benchmark statement shall 

state:  

(d) whether the benchmark or any 

benchmark in the family of 

benchmarks qualifies as one of 

the types of benchmarks listed 

under Title III of Regulation (EU) 

2016/1011, including the specific 

provision by virtue of which the 

benchmark qualifies as that type. 

LIBOR has been designated as a Critical benchmark for the 

purposes of the BMR by virtue of being listed as such in 

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2016/1368 of 11 August 

2016 establishing a list of critical benchmarks used in financial 

markets, as onshored into the UK.  Each of 1-, 3- and 6-Month GBP 

and JPY LIBOR is to be treated as a separate Critical benchmark 

for certain purposes of the BMR, as set out in Article 23G of the 

BMR. 

Note the FCA have advised that Annex I (Interest Rate 

Benchmarks) is no longer relevant to and has been disapplied in 

respect of 1-, 3- and 6-Month GBP and JPY LIBOR in light of the 

modified methodology which is imposed by the requirements set out 

in the Article 23D BMR notice. 

 
  

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/libor-notices/article-23d-benchmarks-regulation.pdf
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5 APPENDIX 

GLOSSARY 

In the LIBOR Benchmark statement, the following terms have the meanings shown next to them 

in the following table: 

Term Meaning 

Contributor Bank An organisation that provides USD LIBOR submissions to IBA.  

Contributor Banks are authorised and regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority. 

Expert Judgement Level 3 in the hierarchy of inputs of the Waterfall Methodology 

introduced in the Roadmap for LIBOR by IBA  

ICE Benchmark 

Administration Limited (IBA) 

The Benchmark Administrator for LIBOR, and certain other 

benchmarks 

LIBOR A benchmark produced by IBA on each applicable London business 

day for three currencies (“panel bank” USD, “synthetic” GBP and 

“synthetic” JPY). 

LIBOR Oversight Committee IBA’s Oversight Committee that oversees LIBOR, including the 

LIBOR Code of Conduct.  

The Oversight Committee is comprised of Contributor Banks, 

benchmark users, Independent Non-Executive Directors and other 

relevant experts. IBA publishes on its website the composition and 

terms of reference of the committee. 

USD LIBOR submissions The rates provided to IBA by the Contributor Banks for the 

determination of USD LIBOR, in accordance with the Waterfall 

Methodology.  

The panel has 15 Contributor Banks. Each bank’s USD LIBOR 

submission carries equal weight in the calculation, subject to the 

trimming. 

Tenor The maturities in which IBA produces LIBOR in each of the 3 

currencies.  

https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/ICE_LIBOR_Roadmap0316.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Oversight_Committee_Disclosures_of_Conflicts_of_Interest.pdf
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/LIBOR_Oversight_Committee_Terms_of_Reference.pdf
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Term Meaning 

Trimmed arithmetic mean The calculation method for USD LIBOR, by which: 

• USD LIBOR submissions are ranked by IBA in descending 

order; 

• the highest and lowest quartiles of submissions are excluded; 

and 

• IBA calculates the mean of the remaining USD LIBOR 

submissions 

Unsecured Deposit A deposit that is not protected by a guarantor, or collateralised by a 

specific asset 

Waterfall Methodology As introduced in the Roadmap for LIBOR, the LIBOR Waterfall 

Methodology requires Contributor Banks to base their USD LIBOR 

submissions in eligible wholesale, unsecured funding transactions, 

to the extent available 
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“Panel Bank” USD LIBOR ISINs 

 

Currency Tenor ISIN 

USD 1 Month GB00BD080607 

USD 12 Month GB00BD080938 

USD 3 Month GB00BD080714 

USD 6 Month GB00BD080821 

USD Overnight GB00BBD82G76 

 

 

“Synthetic” LIBOR ISINs 

GBP 1 Month GB00BD07ZZ10 

GBP 3 Month GB00BD080045 

GBP 6 Month GB00BD080151 

JPY 1 Month GB00BD080H15 

JPY 3 Month GB00BD080J39 

JPY 6 Month GB00BD080K44 

 

------------------------------------- 


